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Name___________________________________

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) I am wearing glasses to correct my near-sightedness. Which of the following statements most
accurately describes the lenses in my glasses?

A) The radii of the two sperical lense surfaces must have opposite sign.
B) The radii of the two spherical lense surfaces must be equal but have opposite sign.
C) The radii of the two spherical lense surfaces must be equal and same sign.
D) The radii of the two spherical lense surfaces must be such as to provide for a negative focal

length.
E) The radii of the two spherical lense surfaces must be same sign but different size, with the

larger radius being closer to my eye.

1)

2) You are projecting 35mm slides onto a wall 2.6m from the projector whose single lens has focal
length 12.0cm.
(a)  How far should the slides be from the lens?
(b) How big will the image be?

A) (a)12.6cm  (b) -72cm B) (a) -12.6cm (b) 72cm
C) (a) 25cm (b) 36cm D) (a) 25cm (b) -36cm

2)

3) What is the focal length of a concave mirror if an object placed 50cm in front of the mirror has a
real image 200cm from the mirror?

A) 20cm B) 30cm C) 40cm D) 50cm E) 60cm

3)

4) Which of the following statements is incorrect?
A) Virtual images can not be projected.
B) A slide projector produces real images which are upside down on the projection screen.
C) Chromatic aberation is a limitation of lenses due to their geometry.
D) Spherical aberation is a limitation of lenses due to their geometry.
E) A microscope based on two lenses only will produce an upside down picture.

4)

5) Where on the axis of a concave mirror would you place an object in order to produce an image
the same size as the original?

A) put the object at twice the focal length from the mirror
B) half way between the focal length and the center of curvature of the mirror.
C) between focal length and mirror
D) further away from the mirror than the center of curvature of the mirror.
E) halfway between the center of curvature and the mirror.

5)

6) To the unaided eye, the planet Jupiter has an angular diameter of 50 arc seconds. What will be
its angular size when viewed through a 1m focal length refracting telescope with an eye piece
whose focal length is 40mm?

A) 100 arc seconds B) <1 arc seconds
C) 1250 arc seconds D) 500 arc seconds

6)

1

7) I put on reading glasses in order to read the newspaper. Which of the following describes best
the optics of the situation.

A) The lenses in my glasses produce a real image further away from the newspaper. My eyes
focus on that image made by my glasses. My eyes focus on that real image, and produce a
focused picture on my retina.

B) The lenses in my glasses image the newspaper on my retina. Without them, the image
would be in front of the retina, and thus apear unfocused to me.

C) The lenses in my glasses produce a virtual image further away than the newspaper. My
eyes focus on that virtual image, and produce a focused picture on my retina.

D) The lenses in my glasses image the newspaper on my retina. Without them, the image
would be behind the retina.

7)

8) A contact lense is in the shape of a convex meniscus. The inner surface is shaped to fit the eye.
It has a curvature radius of 7.80mm. The lens is made out of plastic with an index of refraction
of n=1.56 . The lens has a focal length of 44.4cm. What is the curvature radius of the outer
surface of the lense?

A) 7.16mm B) 7.32mm C) 7.56mm D) 7.75mm E) 8.02mm

8)

9) Consider a lens that is flat (i.e. planar) on one side, and convex on the other surface. Such a
lense is called "plano-convex". It looks like it is cut off a sphere. The radius of curvature of this
lense is 26cm. The refractive index is 1.62. An object is placed 68cm away from the lens on the
convex side. Where and of what type is the image?

A) This is a real inverted image about 1m away from the lens on the opposite side of the
object.

B) This is a virtual image about 1m away from the lens right side up.
C) This is a virtual image about 2m away from the lens right side up.
D) This is a real inverted image about 2m away from the lens on the opposite side of the

object.
E) This is a virtual image about 50cm away from the lens inverted.

9)

10) A double convex lens with equal curvature radii of 38cm is made from glass with refractive
index ranging from 1.51 to 1.54 across the visible spectrum of light (i.e. from red to blue). A
white light is placed on the lens axis at a place 95cm away from the lens. Over what range will
it's visible image be smeared?

A) 2.9cm B) 5.5cm C) 8.3cm D) 9.4cm E) 11.2cm

10)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A cameras zoom lens covers the focal length range from 38mm to 110 mm. You point the
camera at a distant object and photograph it first at 50mm and then at 100mm. What's the ratio
of the images on the two photos?

A) 2.9 B) 4.0 C) 2.0 D) 1.5 E) 1.0

1)

2) You are projecting 35mm slides onto a wall 2.6m from the projector whose single lens has focal
length 12.0cm.
(a)  How far should the slides be from the lense?
(b) How big will the image be?

A) (a)12.6cm  (b) -72cm B) (a) -12.6cm (b) 72cm
C) (a) 25cm (b) 36cm D) (a) 25cm (b) -36cm

2)

3) What is the focal length of a concave mirror if an object placed 50cm in front of the mirror has a
real image 200cm from the mirror?

A) 20cm B) 30cm C) 40cm D) 50cm E) 60cm

3)

4) Which of the following statements is incorrect?
A) Virtual images can not be projected.
B) A slide projector produces real images which are upside down on the projection screen.
C) A lense with negative focal length produces a virtual image.
D) Spherical aberation is a limitation of lenses due to their geometry.
E) A lense with negative focal length can be used in a slide projector

4)

5) Where on the axis of a concave mirror would you place an object in order to produce an image
the same size as the original?

A) put the object at twice the focal length from the mirror
B) half way between the focal length and the center of curvature of the mirror.
C) between focal length and mirror
D) further away from the mirror than the center of curvature of the mirror.
E) halfway between the center of curvature and the mirror.

5)

6) A converging lense has surfaces with radii R1=80cm and R2=-36cm, and an index of refraction
of n=1.63. An emerald that is 2cm tall is placed 15cm to the left of the lense. Where will the
image be located?

A) Same side as the emerald at a distance 25cm away from the lense.
B) Opposite side of the lense from the emerald at a distance 25cm away from the lense.
C) Same side as the emerald at a distance 20cm away from the lense.
D) Opposite side of the lense from the emerald at a distance 20cm away from the lense.
E) Same side as the emerald at a distance 15cm away from the lense.

6)

7) A converging lense has surfaces with radii R1=80cm and R2=-36cm, and an index of refraction
of n=1.63. An emerald that is 2cm tall is placed 15cm to the left of the lense. What will the
magnification be? I.e. what is the ratio of image size divided by actual size of the emerald.

A) 0.5 B) 1.0 C) 1.5 D) 2.0 E) 2.5

7)
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9) You're a biologist trying to resolve detailed structures within a cell. However, they look fuzzy
even at the highest power of your microscope. Why won't it help  to substitute a new eye piece
with a shorter focal length?

A) You may have reached the limit of chromatic aberation.
B) You may have reached the limit of spherical aberation.
C) The aperture of your microscope may be too small to resolve the detailed structures.
D) Wrong, substituting a new eye piece with shorter focal length will definitely help.

9)

10) A free expansion of a gas occurs when a valve is opened allowing a gass to expand into a
bigger container. Which of the following describes such an expansion most accurately?

A) temperature and entropy increase.
B) temperature decreases while entropy increases.
C) temperature and entropy decrease.
D) temperature stays the same while entropy increases.
E) temperature stays the same while entropy decreases.

10)

11) A cameras zoom lens covers the focal length range from 38mm to 110 mm. You point the
camera at a distant object and photograph it first at 40mm and then at 100mm. What's the ratio
of the images on the two photos?

A) 2.5 B) 2.9 C) 1.5 D) 2.0

11)

12) Water is pumped out of a well at 4m/s through a 9cm diameter hose. The well is 60 feet deep.
What power is needed by the pump? The density of water is 1000kg/m^3.

A) 1000W B) 2000W C) 3000W D) 4000W E) 5000W

12)

13) How much do you need to move one of the two mirrors of  a Michelson interferometer in
order to switch maximas into minimas in the interference pattern the observer sees?

A) half a wave length
B) one eighth of a wave length
C) 3/4 of a wave length
D) quarter of  a wave length
E) one wave length

13)

14) You want to make coffee ice, and you are an impatient fellow. You want your fresh 95degree
celsius 0.25 liter coffee mug to freeze within less than 1 minute. What power freezer do you
need?
Assume a weight of 0.25kg for your coffee, Lf = 334kJ/kg, Lv = 2257kJ/kg, specific heat for
water = 4.184 kJ/(kgK)., and for ice = 2.05 kJ/(kgK).

A) 3kW B) 10kW C) 8kW D) 2kW

14)

15) The interior of a sauna is maintained at 80 degree Celsius while the outdoor temperature is -10
degree Celsius. The sauna looses heat at a rate of 80kW. At what rate does the entropy of the
universe increase because of the irreversible heat flow?

A) not at all. B) 10 J/K*s C) 75 J/K*s D) 150 J/K*s E) 1.5 kJ/K*s

15)

16) The speed of light in a material is 0.56c. What is the critical angle of a light ray at the interface
between the material and a vacuum?

A) 38 degrees B) 30 degrees C) 26 degrees D) 34 degrees

16)

17) Does a wave pulse have a frequency? A speed? A period?
A) no,yes,no B) yes,yes,no C) no,no,no D) no,no,yes E) yes,no,yes

17)
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3)	  

4)	  

5)	  

6)	   White	  light	  shines	  on	  a	  250	  nm	  thick	  layer	  of	  diamond	  (n=2.42)	  straight	  down.	  	  
Which	  of	  the	  following	  wavelengths	  of	  light	  is	  most	  strongly	  reflected?	  
a)	  450nm	  	  	  	  b)	  480nm	  	  	  c)	  520nm	  	  	  d)	  550nm	  	  e)	  600nm	  	  
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) Assume density of the gas and amplitude of a sound wave therein stays the same but the
pressure in the gas quadruples. What happens to the intensity of the sound?

A) The intensity decreases by half.
B) The intensity stays the same.
C) The intensity doubles.
D) The intensity quadruples.
E) The intensity decreases to a quarter of what it was.

1)

2) Helium spectral lines from a distant galaxy A are blue shifted with respect to the same lines
coming from galaxy B.  Which of the following statements is most accurate?

A) The two galaxies are receeding from earth at equal speeds.
B) Galaxy A is further away from earth than Galaxy B.
C) Galaxy A is moving away from earth slower than Galaxy B.
D) Galaxy A is moving away from earth faster than Galaxy B.

2)

3) "Vibrato" in a violin is produced by sliding the finger back and forth along a vibrating string.
The G-string on a particular violin measures 30cm between bridge and its far end and is
clamped rigidly at both points. It's fundamental frequency is 197Hz. How far from the ("nut")
end should a violinist place a finger so that the G-string plays the note A (440Hz)?

A) 11cm B) 13cm C) 15cm D) 17cm E) 19cm

3)

4) A shock wave is going through gas at a Mach angle of 60 degrees. We double the pressure in
the gas while the shock wave is still passing through. What's the mach angle after the pressure
increase?

A) 20 degrees B) 40 degrees C) 50 degrees D) 60 degrees E) 80 degrees

4)

5) "Vibrato" in a violin is produced by sliding the finger back and forth along a vibrating string.
The G-string on a particular violin measures 30cm between bridge and its far end and is
clamped rigidly at both points. It's fundamental frequency is 197Hz. If the violinist executes
vibrato by moving a finger 0.50cm to either side of the position appropriate for playing an A
(440Hz), what range of frequencies results?

A) 400-500Hz B) 424-457Hz C) 431-449Hz D) 435-445Hz

5)

6) The siren of an ambulance wails at 1662 Hz when the ambulance is stationary. What frequency
will you hear after the ambulance has passed you while traveling at 33.60m/s? The speed of
sound under the prevailing conditions is 342 m/s.

A) 1745Hz B) 1843Hz C) 1579Hz D) 1514Hz

6)

7) An organ pipe open at one end is tuned to a given fundamental frequency. A second pipe with
both ends open has a fundamental frequency twice as large. What is the ratio of the length of
the first pipe to the second pipe?

A) 4 B) 1 C) 2 D) 0.5 E) 0.24

7)

1

8) Consider a sound waves of the same wavelength in air and water.  Which has the lower
frequency?

A) Wave in air has lower frequency.
B) Wave in water has lower frequency.
C) They have the same frequency given that they have the same wave length.

8)

9) The sound intensity 5 meter from a source is 10dB. If power of the source drops by a factor of
5, what is the new intensity in dB?

A) 1 dB B) 2 dB C) 3 dB D) 4 dB E) 5 dB

9)

10) A 1 meter string is clamped at both ends. If the first higher mode standing frequency in the
string is 300Hz, what is the wave speed?

A) 50 m/s B) 100 m/s C) 150 m/s D) 300 m/s E) 450 m/s

10)

2
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A water tank is filled to a depth of 40m and the tank bottom is 10m above ground. What water
pressure is present in a hose 4cm in diameter at ground level? The hose it attached on one end
to the bottom of the tank. The density of water is 1000kg per cubic meter.

A) 3e5 N per square meter.
B) 9 N per square meter.
C) 2e4 N per square meter.
D) The cross sectional area of the tank is needed to solve this problem.
E) 5e5 N per square meter

1)

2) Consider a tank of water with 24cm diameter filled with water to a height of 70cm. Consider a
very small hole at height 20cm from the bottom. Find the speed at which the water exits the
tank through the hole. (Density of water = 1000kg/m^3)

A) 2m/s
B) 3m/s
C) 5m/s
D) 7m/s
E) can't tell unless the diameter of the hole is known.

2)

3) Water at  a pressure of 200 kPa is flowing at 3m/s through a pipe, when it encounters an
obstruction where the pressure drops by 10%. What fraction of the pipe's area is
obstructed?(density of water = 1000kg/m^3)

A) 50% B) 60% C) 70% D) 80% E) 90%

3)

4) A pump uses a piston of 10cm diameter that moves at a speed of 1cm/s. What is the fluid
velocity in a tube of 10mm in diameter?

A) 1cm/s B) 10cm/s C) 1m/s D) 10m/s E) 100m/s

4)

5) Water is pumped out of a well at 2.0m/s through a 9.0cm diameter hose. The well is 30.0 feet
deep. What power is needed by the pump?(Density of water = 1000kg/m^3)

A) 0.1kW
B) 0.3kW
C) 1kW
D) 3kW
E) Area of well is needed to calculate the power.

5)

6) How much would a lead brick of dimensions 2.0in x 2.0in x 5.0 in weigh if placed in oil with
density 0.92 g/cm^3 ? (Density of lead = 11.4 g/cm^3)

A) 0.2kg B) 0.3kg C) 3.5kg D) 4.0kg E) 4.5kg

6)

7) Water enters a house through a pipe with an inside diameter of 2cm at an absolute pressure of
400 kPa. A 1cm diameter pipe leads from the ground floor (where the water piping enters the
house) to the second floor bathroom, 5m above. When the flow speed at the 2cm diameter inlet
is 1.5m/s, find the water pressure in the bathroom.(density of water = 1000kg/m^3)

A) 310 kPa B) 330 kPa C) 350 kPa D) 370 kPa E) 390 kPa

7)
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Quiz 1 Version A 
 
 

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. 
 

1) It is necessary to determine the specific heat of an unknown object. The mass of the object is   
500 g. It is determined experimentally that it takes 16.0 J to raise the temperature 10.0 Kelvin. 
Find the specific heat of the object. 

A) 3 J/kg * K 
B) 15J/kg * K 
C) 7 J/kg * K 
D) 1 J/kg * K 
E) 0.3J/kg *  K 

 
 

2) Assume you have an ice/water/steam mixture at the triple point.  What happens as you increase the 
pressure at constant temperature? 

A) The volume decreases, but otherwise nothing happens. 
B) The steam and ice turns into water. 
C) The water and steam turns into ice. 
D) The ice and water turns into steam. 

 
3) Assume you increase the temperature of a liquid at constant pressure slightly below the critical   

point, then increase the pressure above the critical point,  and cool the liquid back down, then 
decrease the pressure to return to the starting point.  What phase transitions are you encountering? 

A) First liquid to gas, then gas to liquid on the way back. 
B) First liquid to solid, then solid to liquid on the way back. 
C) Only liquid to gas. 
D) Only liquid to solid. 
E) First liquid to gas, then gas to solid. 

 
 

4) How long will it take a 500W microwave oven to vaporize completely a 100g block of ice that is   
initially at zero degree Celsius?  (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184 kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg) 

A) 1 min  B) 10 min  C) 1 hour  D) 10 hours 
 

5) An aerosol of whipped cream is pressurized at 440 kPa when it’s refrigerated at 3 degree Celsius. The can 
warns against temperatures in excess of 50 degree Celsius. What is the maximum safe pressure for the can? 

A) 500 kPa 
B) 600 kPa 
C) 1000 kPa 
D) 4000 kPa 
E) 7000 kPa 

 
 

6) What happens to the volume of a balloon if you put it in the freezer?    
A) It increases. B) It does not change. C) It decreases. 
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8)	  
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7) A piston-cylinder system arrangement containing 0.60 mol of nitrogen at high pressure is in   
thermal equilibrium with an ice-water bath containing 200g of ice. The pressure of the ambient 
air is 1.0 atm. The gas is allowed to expand isothermally until it is in pressure balance with its 
surroundings. What was the original pressure of the gas if, after the process is complete, the 
bath contains 220 g of ice?  (Lf = 334kJ/kg; Lv = 2257kJ/kg for water; R = 8.314 J/K*mol) 

A) 35atm  B) 70atm  C) 140atm  D) 210atm  E) 280atm 
 

8) A balloon contains 5.0L of air at 0 degrees Celsius and 100kPa pressure. How much heat is   
required to raise the air temperature to 20 degree Celsius, assuming the gas stays in pressure 
equilibrium with its surroundings? Neglect tension forces in the balloon.  The molar specific 
heat of air at constant volume is 2.5R. 

A) 10 J B) 100 J C) 500 J D) 5 kJ E) 100 kJ 
 

9) You are given two piston cylinder systems with 0.5 mols of gas each, and the same initial   
pressure (300kPa) and temperature (400K). Both cylinders undergo an expansion that 
quadruples the system volume. Cylinder 1 is filled with hydrogen. Cylinder 2 is filled with 
helium. Which of the following statements is wrong? 

A) If the expansion is isothermal then both cylinders do the same amount of work. 
B) If the expansion is isothermal then the hydrogen gas does 2.3 kJ of work. 
C) If the expansion is adiabatic then the helium does 1.5kJ of work. 
D) If the expansion is adiabatic then the hydrogen gas does 1.77 kJ of work. 
E) If the expansion is adiabatic then both gases do the same amount of work. 

 
 

10) A piston cylinder arrangement contains 1g of water at 50 degree Celsius.  The piston which has 
negligible mass is free to move, and is exposed to atmospheric pressure. The system is heated 
to 200 degree Celsius.  Assuming that liquid water is incompressible, and that steam behaves 
like an ideal gas with volume specific heat of 4R/3, determine (a) the work  and (b) the heat 
added in the process.  Constants you might need are: 1g of water is roughly 1 mL. 1g of water is 
roughly 1/18th of a mol. R=8.314 J/(mol K). Lv = 2257 J/g. 

A) (a) 200J, (b) 3000 J 
B) (a) 100J, (b) 1500 J 
C) (a) 200J, (b) 1500 J 
D) (a) 100J, (b) 3000 J 
E) (a) 300J (b) 1000 J 

10) 
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9)	  

10)	  

Under	  the	  best	  condi%ons,	  atmospheric	  turbulence	  limits	  the	  resolu%on	  	  
of	  ground-‐based	  telescopes	  to	  about	  1	  arc	  second	  (1/3600	  of	  a	  degree).	  
For	  what	  aperture	  sizes	  is	  this	  limita%on	  more	  severe	  than	  that	  of	  	  
diffrac%on	  at	  550nm	  ?	  
	  
A)	  10cm	  	  	  	  	  	  B)	  1m	  	  	  	  	  C)	  5m	  	  	  	  D)	  10m	  	  	  	  E)	  50m	  

A	  typical	  mass	  flow	  rate	  for	  the	  Mississippi	  River	  is	  1.8x107	  kg/s	  .	  
What	  is	  the	  flow	  speed	  in	  a	  region	  where	  the	  river	  is	  2.0	  km	  wide	  and	  6.1m	  deep?	  
	  
A)	  0.5	  m/s	  	  	  	  	  B)	  1.5	  m/s	  	  	  	  C)	  2.5	  m/s	  	  	  	  D)	  3.5	  m/s	  	  	  	  E)	  4.5	  m/s	  



11)	  

12)	  

13)	  
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A person reading a European newspaper finds that the low temperature the night before in
Stockholm was 12eC. What is the equivalent temperature in degrees Fahrenheit?

A) 38.7e F B) 21.6e F C) 53.6e F D) 24.4e F

1)

2) A composite rectangular solid has material 1 on the bottom and material 2 on the top. The
temperature of the bottom is 346.0e C and the temperature of the top is 298.0e C. Material 1 has
a thermal resistance of 0.15 K/W, and material 2 has a thermal resistance of 0.40 K/W. Find the
heat-flow rate. Assume the thickness is small compared with the surface area, so heat loss at
the edges can be neglected.

A) 1100 W B) -190 W C) -2,900 W D) -87 W

2)

3) Which of the three methods of energy transfer can transfer energy through a vacuum?
A) conduction B) convection C) radiation

3)

4) Two identical looking physical systems are in the same macroscopic state. Must they also be in
the same microscopic state?

A) yes B) no

4)

5) Two identical looking physical systems are in the same microscopic state. Must they also be in
the same macroscopic state?

A) yes B) no

5)

6) Why do large bodies of water exert a temperature moderating effect o their surroundings?
A) Water moderates climate because it tends to be colder than air.
B) Large bodies of water have large heat capacity.
C) Water has large heat conductivity and thus provides a fixed temperature bath.
D) Water has small heat conductivity and thus provides a fixed temperature bath.

6)

7) It is necessary to determine the specific heat of an unknown object. The mass of the object is
227.0 g. It is determined experimentally that it takes 16.0 J to raise the temperature 10.0e C.
Find the specific heat of the object.

A) 0.001,40 J/kg œ K B) 3,630,000 J/kg œ K
C) 7.05 J/kg œ K D) 1600 J/kg œ K

7)

8) A 621.0-g iron meteor impacts the earth at a speed of 1922.0 m/s. If its energy is entirely
converted to heat of the meteorite, what will the resultant temperature rise be? (The specific
heat for iron is 447 J/kgœeC.)

A) 6.30e C B) 4000e C C) 16,300e C D) 2,430,000e C

8)

9) A blacksmith heats a 1.1kg iron horseshoe to 550 degree Celsius, then plunges it into a bucket
containing 15kg of water at 20 degree Celsius. What is the final temperature? Assume that al
the heat lost by the horseshoe is transferred to the water. (specific heat water = 1 cal/(gram *
degree C); iron = 0.107 cal/(gram * degree C).

A) 24 degree Celsius B) 15 degree Celsius
C) 48 degree Celsius D) 96 degree Celsius

9)
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1
10) How long will it take a 500W microwave oven to vaporize completely a 500g block of ice that is

initially at zero degree Celsius? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184 kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)
A) 1 min B) 10 min C) 1 hour D) 1 day

10)

2

9) If you put 1kg of water at 1 degree Celsius together with 0.5kg of steam at 100 degrees Celsius,
what will the final temperature be after the two equilibriate? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184
kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)

A) 0 degree celsius
B) 50 degree Celsius
C) 100 degree Celsius
D) between 65 and 100 degree Celsius
E) between 0 and 45 degree celsius

9)

10) Three gases of 1mol each have the same amount of internal energy. The gases have 3,5,7
degrees of freedom. Which will have the largest average velocity for each molecule?

A) the gas with 3 degrees of freedom
B) the gas with 5 degrees of freedom
C) the gas with 7 degrees of freedom
D) same, because the average velocity depends only on temperature.

10)

2
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. If none
of the choices equals the exact number you calculate then pick whatever is closest. I often deliberately do not provide
exact answers among the options you choose from!

1) A weather balloon is filled with helium and released. What kind of a process is approximated
as the balloon rises in the air? Assume the balloon material is an excellent insulator.

A) Isobaric B) Isochoric C) Adiabatic D) Isothermal

1)

2) Water flows over Niagara Falls (height 50m) at the rate of about 1 Million kg/s. Suppose that
all the water passes through a turbine connected to an electric generator producing 400MW of
electric power. If the water has negligible kinetic energy after leaving the turbine, by how
much has its temperature increased between the top of the falls and the outlet of the turbine? (c
= 4.184 kJ/kgK)

A) not at all
B) 0.001 degree Celsius
C) 0.01 degree Celsius
D) 0.1 degree Celsius
E) 1 degree Celsius

2)

3) If a diatomic gas is heated to a very low temperature. How many degrees of freedom are
active?

A) 3 B) 5 C) 7 D) 9

3)

4) Two objects are made of the same material, but have different masses and temperatures. If the
two objects are brought into thermal contact, which one will have the smaller temperature
change?

A) the one with the higher initial temperature
B) the one with the lower initial temperature
C) the one with the greater mass
D) the one with the smaler mass
E) both have the same temperature change

4)

5) A piston-cylinder system contains  0.50 mol of hydrogen at 400K and 300kPa. The gas
undergoes an expansion that quadruples the system volume. Calculate the work done if the
expansion is isothermal.

A) 0.5 kJ B) 1.0 kJ C) 2.0 kJ D) 4.0 kJ E) 8.0 kJ

5)

6) A balloon contains 4.0L of air at 0 degree Celsius and 100kPa pressure. How much heat is
required to raise the air temperature to 20 degree Celsius, assuming the gas stays in pressure
equilibrium with its surroundings? Neglect tension forces in the balloon. The molar specific
heat of air at constant volume is 2.5R.

A) 50 J B) 100 J C) 150 J D) 200 J E) 250 J

6)

1
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1

7) Given the cyclic processes 1 and 2, which of the statements is most accurate.
Process 1:  Isochoric pressure increase, followed by adiabatic expansion, followed by
isothermal compression to arrive back at the starting point.
Process 2: Isochoric pressure decrease, followed by isobaric expansion, followed by isothermal
compression to arrive back at the starting point.

A) One of the two processes is not possible as it can't get you back to the starting point.
B) In both cases, the gas does the same amount of work.
C) W is larger in process 1 than in process 2.
D) W is smaller in process 1 than in process 2.
E) Neither of the two processes makes any sense because neither can possibly get you back to

the starting point.

7)

8) A piston-cylinder system arrangement containing 0.60 mol of nitrogen at high pressure is in
thermal equilibrium with an ice-water bath containing 200g of ice. The pressure of the ambient
air is 1.0 atm. The gas is allowed to expand isothermally until it is in pressure balance with its
surroudings. After the process is complete, the batch contains 220g of ice. What was the
original gas pressure? (Lf = 334kJ/kg; Lv = 2257kJ/kg for water; R = 8.314 J/K*mol)

A) 35atm B) 70atm C) 140atm D) 210atm E) 280atm

8)

9) Two reversible thermodynamic processes connect the same two points in the PV plane. Which
of the two processes requires more heat to be added to the system?
Process A: Isochoric pressure increase followed by adiabatic expansion.
Process B: Isochoric pressure increase followed by isothermal expansion.

A) Process A requires more heat to be added.
B) Process B requires more heat to be added.
C) Process A is not possible, and the question is thus ill defined.
D) Process B  is not possible, and the questions is thus ill defined.
E) Two points in the PV diagram can not be connected by these two processes

simultaneously. Questions is thus ill defined.

9)

10) A system has a heat source supplying heat at a rate of 352W and is doing work at a rate of
235W. At what rate is the internal energy of the system changing?

A) 50W B) 100W C) 200W D) 400W

10)

2
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) You want to create a heat  engine. Pick the set of temperature baths that will lead to the best
heat engine.

A) T1 = 18 degree C; T2 = 40 degree C.
B) T1 = 18 degree C; T2 = 50 degree C.
C) T1 = 10 degree C; T2 = 300 Kelvin
D) T1 = 40 degree Fahrenheit; T2 = 41 degree Fahrenheit
E) T1 = 18 degrees C; T2 = 19 degrees C.

1)

2) The interior of a house is maintained at 22 degree C while the outdoor temperature is -5
degree C. The house looses heat at a rate of 40kW. What is the entropy increase of the universe
per second because of this irreversible heat flow?

A) 12 J/K B) 13.5 J/K C) 15 J/K D) 16.5 J/K E) 18 J/K

2)

3) A reversible heat engine operates between Tc = 10 degree Celsius and Th = 100 degree Celsius.

What is its efficiency?
A) 0.9 B) 0.6 C) 0.3 D) 0.0

3)

4) An ideal gas goes through a free expansion from a volume of 3 cubic meters to a volume of 9
cubic meters. What's the change in entropy?

A) nRln2
B) -nRln2
C) nR
D) depends on the temperature of the ideal gas
E) 2nR

4)

5) An engine with a mechanical power output of 17kW extracts heat from a source at 420K and
rejects it to a 2000kg block of ice at it's melting point. How long can the engine operate at its
efficiency? (Lf=334kJ/kg)

A) for ever B) 1 day C) 12 hours D) 6 hours E) 3 hours

5)

6) A Carnot engine operates between a high temperature reservoir at 463K and a river with water
at 285K. If it absorbs 3200J of heat each cycle, how much work per cycle does it do?

A) 1230 J B) 1981 J C) 1219 J D) 1970 J

6)

7) Two mols of an ideal gas undergo a reversible isothermal expansion from 0.0280 cubic meters
to 0.0420 cubic meters at a temperature of 25 degree Celsius. What is the change of entrpy of
the gas?

A) 0.6 J/K B) 6 J/K C) 60 J/K D) 600 J/K E) zero

7)

8) Two kilogram of ice at  zero degree Celsius is melted and converted to water at zero degree
Celsius. Compute its change in entropy, assuming the melting is done reversibly. The heat of
fusion of water is Lf=334 kJ/kg.

A) 0 kJ/K B) 1 kJ/K C) 2 kJ/K D) 4 kJ/K E) 8 kJ/K

8)
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fusion of water is Lf=334 kJ/kg.

A) 0 kJ/K B) 1 kJ/K C) 2 kJ/K D) 4 kJ/K E) 8 kJ/K

8)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) You want to create a heat  engine. Pick the set of temperature baths that will lead to the best
heat engine.
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rejects it to a 2000kg block of ice at it's melting point. How long can the engine operate at its
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 Physics 2CA Quiz4
7) A garage lift has 45cm diameter piston supporting the load. Compressed air with a maximum

pressure of 500kPa is applied to a small piston at the other end of the hydraulic system. What
is the maximum mass the lift can support?

A) 100kg
B) 1000kg
C) 2000kg
D) 4000kg
E) more than any of the above

7)

8) The intensity of light from a localized source decreases as the inverse square of the distance
from the sources.
Does that mean that the light looses energy as it propagates?

A) Yes. B) No.

8)

9) The maximum frequency the human ear can detect is about 20kHz. If you walk into a room in
which there are two sources, one at 100kHz and one at 102kHz. Will you hear anything?

A) Yes, but only in certain places in the room.
B) Yes.
C) No.

9)

10) Two wave pulses are described by  y(x,t) = 2/((x-t)^2+1) and y(x,t) = -2/((x-2+t)^2 + 1), where
x,y are in cm and t is in seconds. At what time will the two pulses exactly cancel ?

A) 7.5s B) 2.5s C) 1.0s D) 10.0s E) never

10)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) The maximum frequency the human ear can detect is about 20kHz. If you walk into a room in
which there are two sources, one at 100kHz and one at 102kHz. Will you hear anything? What
if the second source is at 125kHz?

A) Yes, yes.
B) No, no.
C) Yes, but only in certain places in the room for the first case, and no in the second case.
D) Yes, no.
E) No, yes.

1)

2) If the pressure amplitude of a sound wave doubles, what happens to the decibel level?
A) -2dB B) 0dB C) 2dB D) 4dB E) 6dB

2)

3) You see an airplane straight overhead at an altitude of 5.2km. Sound from the plane, however,
seems to be coming from a point back along the plane's path at a 35 degree angle to the
vertical. What is the plane's speed, assuming a sound speed of 330 m/s?

A) 100m/s B) 200m/s C) 300m/s D) 400m/s E) 500m/s

3)

4) At a soccer game, the "wave" might circulate through the stands and move around the
stadium. In this wave motion, people stand up and sit down as the wave passes. What type of
wave would this be characterized as?

A) polarized wave
B) longitudinal wave
C) transverse wave
D) gravitational wave
E) soliton wave

4)

5) What length is necessary for an organ pipe to produce a 22Hz tone if the pipe is open at one
end and closed at the other?

A) 2m B) 4m C) 6m D) 8m E) 10m

5)

6) What are:
(a) the amplitude
(b) the frequency
(c) the wavelength
(d) the speed of  a water wave whose displacement
is described by   y(x,t) = 0.25 sin(0.52x - 2.3 t), where x,y are in meters and t is in seconds.

A) (a)0.3 m ; (b) 0.4 Hz; (c) 10 m; (d) 2 m/s
B) (a)0.4 m ; (b) 0.3 Hz; (c) 12 m; (d) 4.4 m/s
C) (a) 0.25 m; (b) 1 Hz; (c) 6 m; (d) 6.1 m/s
D) (a)0.3 m ; (b) 0.4 Hz; (c) 12m;  (d) 4m/s

6)

1

7) At a point 15m from a source of spherical sound waves, you measure a sound intensity of
750mW/m^2.
How much further do you need to walk, directly away from the source, until the sound
intensity has changed by -4.4dB.

A) 5m B) 10m C) 15m D) 20m

7)

8) Microwaves travel with the speed of light, c=300 000 000m/s. At a frequency of 10 GHz these
wave cause water molecules in your burrito to vibrate. What is their wavelength?
1GHz = 1000 000 000 cycles/sec.

A) 0.3mm B) 3cm C) 30cm D) 300m E) 3km

8)

9) A boat is moored in a fixed location, and waves make it move up and down. If the spacing
between wave crests is 20m and the speed of the wave is 5m/s. How long does it take the boat
to go from the top of a crest to the bottom of a trough?

A) 1s B) 2s C) 4s D) 8s E) 16s

9)

10) When a sound wave passes from air to water, what properties of the wave will change?
A) the frequency f.
B) the wavelength lambda.
C) the speed v of the wave.
D) both f and lambda
E) both v and lambda

10)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) If the pressure amplitude of a sound wave triples, what happens to the decibel level?
A) -5dB B) 10dB C) -9.5dB D) 0dB E) 5dB

1)

2) A standing wave is formed on a string for which 3.5 wave lengths fit into the total length of the
string. The string is 2.7m long. The wave has a period of 0.10s. If the string has a mass density
of 220 g/m , what is the tension in the string?

A) 1N B) 10N C) 20N D) 30N E) 100N

2)

3) The mach angle of a shock wave associated with the sonic boom of a low flying plane is 70
degrees. What is the speed of the airplane? (Speed of sound in air = 330m/s)

A) 1000 km/h
B) 3000 km/h
C) 5000 km/h
D) 7000 km/h
E) 500 km/h

3)

4) At a point 15m from a source of spherical sound waves, you measure a sound intensity of
1500mW/m^2.
How much further do you need to walk, directly away from the source, until the sound
intensity has changed by -4.4dB.

A) 5m B) 10m C) 20m D) 15m

4)

5) The intensity of sound from a localized source decreases as the inverse square of the distance
from
the source. Does that mean that the sound looses energy as it propagates?

A) Yes.
B) No.
C) Depends on the frequency of the light.

5)

6) "Vibrato" in a violin is produced by sliding the finger back and forth along a vibrating string.
The G-string on a particular violin measures 30cm between bridge and its far end and is
clamped rigidly at both points. It's fundamental frequency is 197Hz. How far from the ("nut")
end should a violinist place a finger so that the G-string plays the note A (440Hz)?  Note: As
discussed in class, the bridge end of the violin is the end that's near your cheek when playing
the violin.  The nut end of the violin is the end far away from your cheek when playing the
violin.

A) 15cm B) 17cm C) 11cm D) 13cm E) 19cm

6)

7) A horn emits sound at a frequency of 160Hz. What frequency is heard by an observer moving
away from the source at 26m/s ?

A) 140Hz B) 150Hz C) 160Hz D) 170Hz E) 180Hz

7)

1
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8) A small flute 10.75cm long, and open at one end. closed at the other is played near a taut guitar
string with fundamental frequency of 600Hz. What's the lowest frequency that leads to
standing waves on both instruments? (Speed of air = 344m/s)

A) 600
B) there is no such frequency
C) 1800
D) 2400
E) 1200

8)

9) Sound intensity in normal conversation is about 1microWatt/square-meter. What is the
displacement amplitude of air in a 2.5kHz sound wave of this intensity?

A) 4mm
B) 4micrometer
C) 4nanometer
D) 4picometer
E) 4cm

9)

10) The speed of sound in body tissue is essentially the sane as in water. What is the wavelength of
the ultrasound (2MHz) that is used in medical diagnostics? (v=1497m/s)

A) 0.1mm B) 0.4mm C) 0.5mm D) 0.75mm E) 2mm

10)

2
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8) A double slit system is used to measure the wavelength of light. The system has slit spacing
d=15 micron and slit-to-screen distance L=2.2m. If the m=1 maximum in the interference
pattern occurs 7.1cm from the screen center, what is the wavelength of the light?

A) 375nm B) 400nm C) 425nm D) 450nm E) 475nm

8)

9) Blue light of a given wavelength passes through a single slit of width d and forms a diffraction
pattern on a screen. If the blue light is replaced by red light with twice the wavelength, the
original diffraction pattern can be reproduced if the slit width is changed to:

A) d/4
B) d/2
C) 4d
D) 2d
E) no change needed

9)

10) In a 7-slit system, how many minima lie between the zeroth-oder and first-order maxima?
A) 1 B) 4 C) 5 D) 6 E) 7

10)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A double slit system is used to measure the wavelength of light. The system has slit spacing
d=15 micron and slit-to-screen distance L=2.2m. If the m=1 maximum in the interference
pattern occurs 7.1cm from the screen center, what is the wavelength of the light?

A) 375nm B) 400nm C) 425nm D) 450nm E) 475nm

1)

2) Blue light of a given wavelength passes through a single slit of width d and forms a diffraction
pattern on a screen. If the blue light is replaced by red light with twice the wavelength, the
original diffraction pattern can be reproduced if the slit width is changed to:

A) d/4
B) d/2
C) 4d
D) 2d
E) no change needed

2)

3) In a 7-slit system, how many minima lie between the zeroth-oder and first-order maxima?
A) 1 B) 4 C) 5 D) 6 E) 7

3)

4) The movie "Patriot Games" has a scene in which CIA agents use spy satellites to identify
individuals in a terrorist camp. Suppose that a minimum resolution for distinguishing human
features is about 5cm. If the spy satellite's optical system is diffraction limited, what diameter
mirror or lens is needed to achieve this resolution from an altitude of 100km? Assume a
wavelength of 550nm.

A) 1000m B) 0.1m C) 100m D) 10m E) 1m

4)

5) What limits the angular resolution of earth based radio astronomy?
A) The radius of the earth.
B) The maximum size radio telescope that can technically be built.
C) The manufacturing precision of lenses in the radio frequency range, i.e. spherical

aberation.
D) Dispersion, i.e. chromatic aberation.

5)

6) Imagine holding a circular disk in a beam of monochromatic light. If diffraction occurs at the
edge of the disk, the center of the shadow is:

A) a bright spot
B) darker than the rest of the shadow
C) bright or dark, depends on the wavelength
D) bright or dark, depends on the distance to the screen

6)

7) What's the minimum thickness of a soap film (n=1.33) in which 550nm light will undergo
constructive interference?

A) 300nm B) 400nm C) 200nm D) 100nm

7)
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Polarized	  light	  passes	  through	  a	  sequence	  of	  two	  polarizers	  whose	  axis	  	  
of	  polariza%on	  form	  a	  30	  degree	  angle.	  The	  second	  polarizer	  has	  the	  	  
same	  polariza%on	  as	  the	  incoming	  light	  before	  it	  hits	  the	  first	  polarizer.	  
What	  frac%on	  of	  the	  incident	  intensity	  emerges	  from	  the	  set	  of	  polarizers?	  
	  
a)	  ½	  	  	  b)	  1/3	  	  	  c)	  	  ¼	  	  	  d)	  1/8	  	  	  e)	  0	  

An	  ideal	  gas	  occupying	  1.0	  cm3	  is	  placed	  into	  a	  1.0	  m3	  vacuum	  chamber,	  	  
where	  it	  expands	  adiaba%cally.	  If	  6.5	  J	  of	  energy	  become	  unavailable	  to	  	  
do	  work,	  what	  was	  the	  ini%al	  gas	  pressure?	  
	  
A)	  50	  Pa	  	  	  	  B)	  0.5	  kPa	  	  	  	  C)	  5	  kPa	  	  	  D)	  50	  kPa	  	  	  	  E)	  500	  kPa	  
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) What is the speed of light in a material for which the critical angle with air is 61 degrees?
A) 0.8c B) 0.9c C) c D) 1.1c E) 1.2c

1)

2) You are standing 2.3m horizontally from the edge of a 4.5m deep lake, with your eyes 1.7m
above the water surface. A diver holding a flashlight at the lake bottom shines the light so you
can see it. If the light in the water makes a 42 degree angle with the vertical, at which
horizontal distance is the diver from the edge of the lake?

A) 3m B) 5m C) 7m D) 9m E) 11m

2)

3) A light ray propagating through water (n=1.33) strikes a parallel slab of glass (n=1.62) with
thickness d=6cm
at an incident angle of 40 degrees. What's the angle the light ray makes in the water with the
normal to the interface after it exits the glass slab?

A) 25 degrees B) 30 degrees C) 35 degrees D) 40 degrees E) 45 degrees

3)

4) The three corners of a prism are at the location (0,0), (0,5), and (6,0). White light strikes the
prism at (0,3) exactly orthogonal to the prism surface. What's the angle of dispersion between
red (700nm, n=1.516) and violet (400nm, n=1.538)?

A) 2.15 degrees B) 4.3 degrees C) 6.45 degrees D) 8.6 degrees

4)

5) High quality optical fiber is rated at 0.25dB/km.  By what factor does the light intensity change
after traversing 10km through such a fiber?

A) 1.28
B) 0.78
C) 0.75
D) 0.5
E) less than 10% of the light is left after 10km

5)

6) Two mirrors are arranged such that they are parallel to the x and y axis of the rectangular
coordinate system.
A laser beam enters the mirror arrangement, hits each mirror once, and exits. What's the total
change in direction that the laser light experiences?

A) Depends on the incidence angle.
B) 90 degrees
C) 180 degrees
D) 270 degrees
E) 360 degrees

6)

7) A laser beam with wavelength 633nm is propagating in air when it strikes a transparent
material at an incidence angle of 50 degrees. If the angle of refraction is 27 degrees, what is the
wavelength in the material?

A) 400 nm B) 500 nm C) 600 nm D) 700 nm E) 800 nm

7)

1

8) A double slit system is used to measure the wavelength of light. The system has slit spacing
d=15 micron and slit-to-screen distance L=2.2m. If the m=1 maximum in the interference
pattern occurs 7.1cm from the screen center, what is the wavelength of the light?

A) 375nm B) 400nm C) 425nm D) 450nm E) 475nm

8)

9) Blue light of a given wavelength passes through a single slit of width d and forms a diffraction
pattern on a screen. If the blue light is replaced by red light with twice the wavelength, the
original diffraction pattern can be reproduced if the slit width is changed to:

A) d/4
B) d/2
C) 4d
D) 2d
E) no change needed

9)

10) In a 7-slit system, how many minima lie between the zeroth-oder and first-order maxima?
A) 1 B) 4 C) 5 D) 6 E) 7

10)
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3) In a 7-slit system, how many minima lie between the zeroth-oder and first-order maxima?
A) 1 B) 4 C) 5 D) 6 E) 7

3)

4) The movie "Patriot Games" has a scene in which CIA agents use spy satellites to identify
individuals in a terrorist camp. Suppose that a minimum resolution for distinguishing human
features is about 5cm. If the spy satellite's optical system is diffraction limited, what diameter
mirror or lens is needed to achieve this resolution from an altitude of 100km? Assume a
wavelength of 550nm.

A) 1000m B) 0.1m C) 100m D) 10m E) 1m

4)

5) What limits the angular resolution of earth based radio astronomy?
A) The radius of the earth.
B) The maximum size radio telescope that can technically be built.
C) The manufacturing precision of lenses in the radio frequency range, i.e. spherical

aberation.
D) Dispersion, i.e. chromatic aberation.

5)

6) Imagine holding a circular disk in a beam of monochromatic light. If diffraction occurs at the
edge of the disk, the center of the shadow is:

A) a bright spot
B) darker than the rest of the shadow
C) bright or dark, depends on the wavelength
D) bright or dark, depends on the distance to the screen

6)

7) What's the minimum thickness of a soap film (n=1.33) in which 550nm light will undergo
constructive interference?

A) 300nm B) 400nm C) 200nm D) 100nm

7)
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A)	  0.25	  degrees	  	  B)	  0.75	  degrees	  	  C)	  1.5	  degrees	  	  D)	  2.0	  degrees	  	  E)	  4.8	  degrees	  	  


